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undergraduate courses
spring 2018

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (001)
crn 24839—uglc 340 9:00am–10:20am–mw–sylvia aguilar

description
How does a piece of creative writing work? What does it do and
how? In this course, we’ll deal with these questions and cultivate in
students a serious and creative practice of reading and writing. Stu-
dents will learn the specifics of genres such as poetry, poetic prose,
fiction, and nonfiction and will also study some of the elements of
craft: image, voice, character, setting, plot, structure, etc.

requirements
There are no textbooks in our course, I will provide all readings elec-
tronically as PDFs on Blackboard or as handouts in class. Neverthe-
less, you need to buy The Book of Jon by Eleni Sikelianos. You will
also need a journal or notebook for in-class writing, a stapler, and
a budget for printing/copying costs (you can print two-sided docu-
ments and use recycled paper).

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (002)
crn 27392—nurs 215 9:00am–10:20am–tr–aldo ivan amparan

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (004)
crn 23549—huds 313 9:00am–10:20am–mw–tba

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (006)
crn 23550—nurs 216 10:30am–11:50am–mw–sylvia aguilar

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (007)
crn 27393—nurs 215 10:30am–11:50am–tr–justin david stone

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (008)
crn 23551—cba 330 10:30am–11:50am–mw–daniela ruelas

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (009)
crn 23552—huds 213 12:00pm–1:20pm–mw–paula cucurella lavin

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (011)
crn 23553—nurs 215 12:00pm–1:20pm–tr–tba

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (012)
crn 26876—nurs 215 12:00pm–1:20pm–mw–tba

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (013)
crn 26877—education building 110 1:20pm–2:50pm–tr–nora de la cruz

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (014)
crn 26879—class c201 1:20pm–2:50pm–mw–fiorella manrique

crw 3362 intro to creative writing (015)
crn 28002—huds 213 1:30pm–2:50pm–mw–paula cucurella lavin

crw 3363 foundational techniques (002)
crn 23558—nurs 215 1:30pm–2:50pm–mw–sylvia aguilar

description
This course will examine the foundational forms, techniques and
ideas that provide the context for contemporary practices of creative
writing, in both Fiction and Poetry. Students will study the tradi-
tional forms and ideas that animate poetry and how poetry changes
as writers examine and reexamine inherited forms and ideas. There-
after, we will turn our attention to forms of fiction, from the short
story to the novel, we will analyze the many variations of the forms
and techniques we find in this genre.

readings
• Essential Literary Terms. Sharon Hamilton. W.W. Norton, 2017.

crw 3363 foundational techniques (003)
crn 28012—nurs 216 3:00pm–4:20pm–mw–sylvia aguilar

crw 3371 reading and writing fiction (001)
crn 28020—huds 213 12:00pm–1:20pm–tr—-lex williford

description
Intensive study, reading and practice in the various forms and ap-
proaches of fiction writing, including workshop discussion and indi-
vidual student manuscripts. Prerequisite: CRW 3362 with a grade of
“C” or better.

This course will focus on the fundamentals of Narrative Craft: The
Writing Process, Showing and Telling, Characterization, Fictional
Place and Time, Story Structure, Point of View and Revision. Stu-
dents will write at least one short-short story a week for five ses-
sions as a heuristic exercise and at least two short stories or novel
chapters for their final portfolios, ideally between twenty and thirty
pages. Students may include revised short-shorts with their portfo-
lios, too.

readings
• Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft, by Janet Burroway,

Elizabeth Stuckey-French, Ned Stuckey-French, Longman; ninth
edition (February 6, 2014), ISBN-10: 0321923162; ISBN-13:
9780321923165.
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crw 3372 reading and writing poetry:
negation vacation (002)
crn 23559—uglc 338 9:00am–10:20am–tr–rosa alcala

Negation (n): An act of denial; a negative statement, doctrine, etc.;
a refusal or contradiction; a denial of something (OED)

description
Poetry has a long history of saying NO, of rejecting norms and ex-
pectations, even of turning on itself; we see this negation in Shake-
speare’s “My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun;” Keats’ “Nega-
tive Capability;” Marianne Moore’s “Poetry,” “I, too, dislike it;” the
Dadaist “in principle I am against manifestos, as I am against prin-
ciples;” Nicanor Parra’s anti-poemas and Alfonsina Storni’s anti-
sonetos. One can, in fact, take a very long negation vacation through
the land of poetry and never run out of things to see; such has been
the generative effects of this desire to refuse, deny, resist, contradict.
In our own semester-long tour, we will explore and put into practice
the varying modes of negation found in poems, poetics statements,
and manifestos, mainly from the 20th & 21st centuries. Class time
will be divided between discussion and workshop, and assignments
will include presentations, writing exercises, and poems.

crw 3373 writing in society: photo-poetics(001)
crn 23560—huds 213 10:30am–11:50am–tr–andrea cote-botero

description
On the occasion of the Paris Salon of 1859, the poet Charles Baude-
laire wrote a critical text exposing the dangers and shortcomings
of the recent invention of Daguerre and Niepce: photography. The
fascination of the poet, disguised in concern, prefigured a funda-
mental line of study in contemporary literature, that is, the role of
photography in the transformation of models of literary represen-
tation in the twentieth century. From the study of selected literary
pieces, some of them in direct dialoguewith photographs, some oth-
ers articulated with literary resources and methods of photographic
practice, this course explores the contributions of the photographic
medium in its evolution to the field of literature. The theme will
be addressed in three research modules: (I) Early Impressions: The
noema of photography: Adoration and fear. (II) Photographic fic-
tions: alternative realities and the writing of post-memory; and (III)
Photo-embedded literature: textual disparities inMario Bellatin and
other contemporary authors. Course readings include, but are not
limited to, the theoretical texts of Walter Benjamin, Roland Barthes,
and Susan Sontag. As well as novels, poems and short stories by au-
thors such as W.D Sebald, Italo Calvino, Julio Cortazar, Mario Bel-
latin and Natasha Trethewey.

This is a multidisciplinary and cross-genre class that investigates
on the premise that literature finds a set of possibilities to renew it-
self in the encounter with other arts of representation. Based on this
idea, students will be asked to developed directive writing exercise
that involves the experimentationwith visualmedia and printed for-
mats. However, the level of involvement with photographic media
should be determined by each individual and not professional pho-
tographic skills or equipment is required for this class.

crw 3373 writing in society (002)
crn 28014—lart 222 3:00pm–5:50pm–m–sasha pimentel

crw 3374 narrative techniques:
politics of narration (001)
crn 26880—huds 313 12:00pm–1:20pm–mw—-jeffrey sirkin

description
Intensive study of the relationship between narrators and the sto-
ries they tell, with a particular focus on ethical concerns about au-
thority, tyranny, and patriarchy that have guided the narrative prac-
tice of many twentieth century fiction writers in the U.S. Reading
assignments will include short fiction and novels by writers such
as Kate Chopin, William Faulkner, Tim O’Brien, Jamaica Kincaid,
John Barth, Kurt Vonnegut, and Lydia Davis. Writing assignments
will include critical reading responses, creative exercises, a midterm
exam, and a final creative project.

crw 3375 poetics (002)
crn 25950—huds 213 9:00am–10:20am–tr–andrea cote-botero

description
The classical dichotomy between form and content traces the his-
tory of modern and contemporary poetry. Every certain time, writ-
ers return to the question of how to rethink the relationship be-
tweenres and verba to invigorate the art of writing poetry. This class
analyses some of the most important moments in the recent history
of this debate and looks at the specific techniques and practices that
have informed it. Through the reading of selected literary and the-
oretical texts, we will explore the art of poetics through Closed and
Open poetics forms. We will study the relationship between struc-
tures and aesthetic ideas from traditional predetermined forms such
as Sonnet and Sestina to open patterns such as prose poem and per-
formance poetry. The creative writing component of this class con-
sists in the elaboration of a creative writing portfolio based on spe-
cific writing exercises that you’ll be assigned through the semester:
from imitation of classical forms, toward the composition of ex-
perimental text using formulaic patterns and the composition of
prose, narrative and confessional poems. Course readings will in-
clude selections from authors such as Quevedo, Whitman, Baude-
laire, Vallejo, Plath and Varela. The students will be asked to write
reading responses and discussion boards every week.

crw 4301 playwriting (002)
crn 27746—cba 330 2:30pm–4:20pm–w–harry w martin

crw 4304 literary translation (001)
crn 28018—class c204 12:00pm–1:20pm–tr–rosa alcala

description
In this course we will discuss the theory and practice of literary
translation, focusing exclusively on poetry. In order to do so, we
will read a range of poems translated to and from Spanish and En-
glish, including work by Gabriela Mistral, Walt Whitman, William
Shakespeare, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, and Julia de Burgos. We will
also read and discuss a number of critical essays by translators such
as Rosmarie Waldrop, Edith Grossman, and Kristen Prevallet. We
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will begin the semester by engaging in language games and transla-
tional writing exercises, and then move on to identifying and dis-
cussing the myriad issues that arise in a translation practice. This is
a hybrid course that combines extensive reading and discussion of
poetry in translation, with a workshop component to discuss and
critique student translations. In addition to exercises and quizzes,
there will be a midterm and a final project. The final project will
consist of translated poems with a critical preface.

crw 4305 senior seminar:
the novella in flash (001)
crn 25947—huds 213 1:30pm–2:50pm–tr—-lex williford

description
This course, designed for advanced undergraduate creative writ-
ing students and graduating seniors, will offer many of the same
readings and assignments of CRW 5368 (Variable Topics in Cre-
ative Writing: The Novella in Flash), a graduate course offered this
semester.

graduate courses
spring 2018

crw 5321 narrative theory and poetics (003)
crn 26885–online–tim z hernandez

crw 5365 forms & techniques of poetry (003)
crn 26887—nurs 215 3:00pm–5:50pm–r–andrea cote-botero

description
The classical dichotomy between form and content traces the his-
tory of modern and contemporary poetry. Every certain time, writ-
ers return to the question of how to rethink the relationship be-
tweenres and verba to invigorate the art of writing poetry. This class
analyses some of the most important moments in the recent history
of this debate and looks at the specific techniques and practices that
have informed it. Through the reading of selected literary and the-
oretical texts, we will explore the art of poetics through Closed and
Open poetics forms. We will study the relationship between struc-
tures and aesthetic ideas from traditional predetermined forms such
as Sonnet and Sestina to open patterns such as prose poem and per-
formance poetry. The creative writing component of this class con-
sists in the elaboration of a creative writing portfolio based on spe-
cific writing exercises that you’ll be assigned through the semester:
from imitation of classical forms, toward the composition of ex-
perimental text using formulaic patterns and the composition of
prose, narrative and confessional poems. Course readings will in-
clude selections from authors such as Quevedo, Whitman, Baude-
laire, Vallejo, Plath and Varela. The students will be asked to write
reading responses and discussion boards every week.

crw 5365 forms & techniques of poetry (004)
crn 28032–online–sasha pimentel

crw 5367 advanced poetry writing (002)
crn 26891–online–elizabeth scheid

crw 5368 var topics in creative writing:
what now? (004)
crn 25949—class c204 6:50pm–8:50pm–w—-daniel chacon

description
What can you do once you have an MFA and a book? 

TheMFA is a terminal degree, and likemany professors in our de-
partment, it’s the degree you need to teach Creative Writing at the
university level.

An MFA and a book.
When there were few MFA programs in the world, it was much

easier to land a university positon, but today you need at least one
book, and not just any book, but a critically acclaimed book pub-
lished by a legitimate press. What is “critically acclaimed?” What is
a “legitimate” press?

And is an MFA and a book enough to have a successful career as
a writer?

And what is a “successful” career as a writer?
What can you do with an MFA other than teach?
And once you have a book, what do you do then?
There are literally millions of books published every year. Gone

are the days (if they ever existed) when you could publish a book,
take the advance money, rent a flat in Paris where you can write
your next book.

Once your book is published, the real work begins: promoting it.
Howdo you promote a book?Howdo you create an effectivewriter’s
website? A blog that people will actually read?

This class will probe these questions, and we will try to think (if
even for a semester) of our own writer’s journeys as creative acts.

What do you want to do as a writer?
How do you want to live your version of the writer’s life?
Where do you see yourself 10 years after graduating?
The emphasis of the course is how we create our own narratives,

as opposed to hoping for a narrative to pull us into its plot.
The assignments will be both written and performative. This

course will part workshop, part philosophy, and part communal
interaction. The writing assignments will be mostly memoir-type
pieces based on your own writer’s journey.

tentative texts
(This is a new class, so I’m not yet certain about the texts, but these
are highly likely to be included.)
• Stories by Kafka
• Essays by Emerson
• World as Will by Schopenhauer
• TheWriters Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers by C. Vogler
• 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen R. Covey
• Lots of poems, essays, and short fiction

crw 5368 var topics in creative writing:
the novella in flash (005)
crn 26878—uglc 338 6:00pm–8:50pm–r—-lex williford

description
The second semester in a year-long exploration of literary readings
andworkshops of longer fictional formsmade up of shorter fictional
forms, this course will focus on a popular, evolving contemporary
fictional form, the novella in flash, raising many questions similar
to those raised in Fall 2017 (CRW 5364: Forms and Techniques of
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Fiction: The Novel in Stories):
• Howdoes onewrite a novella (or a book of prose poetry or a novel

or a memoir) with its own compelling and complete dramatic arc
comprised of individual pieces of flash fiction (or narrative essays
or prose poetry) that also have their own compelling and com-
plete dramatic arcs, each compressed into narratives no longer
than 1,000 words?

• How can we use flash fiction to explore longer episodic, collag-
ist and lyrical narratives which may also serve as chapters and/or
linked stand-alone short-short stories (or prose poems or narra-
tive essays)?

• How can we write very short narratives so compelling and com-
plete that prestigious literary magazines will publish them, and
the agents who read those literary magazines will want to see the
novellas or novels from which a single flash-chapter is a tantaliz-
ing taste of a chapbook or a full-length book?
The list of readings, yet to be finalized, will include exercises from

TheRoseMetal Field Guide toWriting Flash Fiction and two collec-
tions of RoseMetal Press’s novellas in flash,MyVery End of the Uni-
verse: Five Novellas in Flash and a Study of the Form and A Particu-
lar Feeling of Restlessness: Four Chapbooks of Short-Short Fiction
by Four Women along with several other examples of the form.

Students will write a novella-in-flash chapbook of at least thirty
pages including very short stories (and/or prose poetry) that share
a longer narrative arc as well as unifying devices such as setting, re-
curring characters, clusters of images and similar themes.

It’s difficult to write a novella in stories, yes, but it’s more diffi-
cult to market a book of unlinked stories than a novella or novel,
so we’ll discuss the distinctive advantages of marketing flash fiction
to literary magazines, then marketing assembled flash as novellas
or novels to publishers, using one’s publication credits to establish
prestige and narrative authority.

crw 5368 var topics in creative writing:
gathering stories, turning research into writing
with tim (006)
crn 26884–online–tim z hernandez

crw 5370 literary translation (001)
crn 28714—nurs 216 3:00pm–5:50pm–t–rosa alcala

description
In this course, we will discuss the theory and practice of literary
translation, focusing exclusively on poetry. In order to do so, we will
read a range of poems translated to and from Spanish and English,
including work byGabrielaMistral, LangstonHughes, Nicolás Guil-
lén,WaltWhitman,William Shakespeare, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz,
and Julia de Burgos. We will also read and discuss a number of
critical essays and foundational theories of translation, from Wal-
ter Benjamin’s “The Task of the Translator” to Gayatri Spivak’s “The
Politics of Poetry.” We will begin the semester by engaging in lan-
guage games and translational writing exercises, and then move on
to identifying and discussing the myriad issues that arise in a trans-
lation practice.This is a hybrid course that combines extensive read-
ing and discussion of poetry in translation and translation theory,
with a workshop component to discuss and critique student transla-
tions. In addition to exercises and reading responses, there will be a
final project. The final project will consist of translated poems with
a critical preface.

crw 5371 writing the novel:
the art of the burning patience (001)
crn 26881–online–jose de pierola

description
Thegoal of this class is to provide studentswith the fundamental tools
to tackle the long narrative form of the novel, and help them develop
a resilient creative practice that will sustain the effort required.

Though there are no “rules” for writing fiction, this class will
cover the basic principles—used by published, successful writers—
identifying them in the novels we will read. The writing exercises
are designed to understand these principles by allowing students
to see how they work when put at the service of concrete narrative
needs. In general, we will focus on the strong connection between
technique and meaning.

To help students develop their own resilient creative practice, this
class will provide concrete assignments, as well as in-class exercises
that will show them the twomodes of writing necessary to create fic-
tion. Special emphasis will be placed on a creative process that con-
sistently taps into the subconscious. In addition, wewill discuss how
some of these practices are used by successful writers and artists.

This class is primarily conceived for novel writing, but it can
also be extremely useful for short story writers planning a book
(although, less so for flash fiction writers). Students will be re-
quired to actively participate in every meeting, prepare a presenta-
tion on one of the suggested novels, write a weekly response, and,
most importantly, produce a manuscript of at least forty-five pages
(≈12,000–14,000 words), submitted in three installments, which
ideally should be the part of a novel. Students writing a short story
collectionwill need to submit three short stories of around ten pages
each (≈2,800–3,200 words each).

readings
Fiction
• Patricia Highsmith:TheTalentedMr. Ripley (Norton & Company

ISBN 978-0393332148)
• Milan Kundera:TheUnbearable Lightness of Being (Harper Peren-

nial ISBN 978-0-06-015258-1)
• Yoko Ogawa: The Housekeeper and the Professor (Picadors ISBN

978-0312427801)
• José Saramago: The Elephant’s Journey (Harvest in Translation

ISBN 978-0156996938)

On FictionWriting
• Dorothea Brande: Becoming a Writer (Harcourt, Brace & Co.

ISBN 0-87477-164-1)
• Joyce Carol Oates: The Faith of a Writer (Harper Perennial ISBN

978-0060565541)
• JohnGardner:TheArt of Fiction (Vintage ISBN 978-0679734031)
• Milan Kundera:TheArt of the Novel (Harper Perennial ISBN 978-

0060093747)
• Mario Vargas Llosa: Letters to a Young Novelist (Picador ISBN

978-0312421724)
• Robert Olen Butler: From Where You Dream (Grove Press ISBN

978-0802142573)
• Orhan Pamuk: The Naive and Sentimental Novelist (Vintage In-

ternational ISBN 978-0307745248)
• Hazel Smith: The Writing Experiment: Strategies for Innovative
Creative Writing (Allen & Unwin ISBN 1-74114015-3)
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assignments
• Weekly discussions through Blackboard
• Morning routine from Week 2 to the end of the semester
• Weekly response & book analysis
• Manuscript

crw 5372 advanced screenwriting:
documentary screenwriting (002)
crn 26882—cba 330 3:00pm–5:50pm–m—-nelson cardenas

description
Documentaries are stories that vicariously provide viewers with the
experience of real people, places, and events. They deal with fac-
tual information and generally, but not always, use actual images
and objects. Some people question the pertinence of scripting real-
ity, but as Sheila Bernard Curran explains: “documentary filmmak-
ing involves the selection and arrangement of reality into films and
series, and the process by which that happens involves “writerly”
choices about story, structure, character, style, and point of view.
Even purely vérité films are constructed.”

The objective of this course is to create a feature-length documen-
tary script ready for commercial pitch and/or prize submission.This
course will approach documentary script writing as creative non-
fiction on screen and will explore the strategies for writing with a
purpose; either by defending a perspective on a particular subject,
advancing a political program or “objectively” registering a social
event. During the semester, we will watch films produced from 1922
to 2015 to discern the use and effectiveness of different narrative
techniques associated with the various modes of the documentary:
poetic, expository, observational, participatory, reflexive and per-
formative. We will study script format, story structure, plotting, bal-
ancing the factual with the subjective, and post-production revision.
The students will workshop their projects at different stages of devel-
opment, from story selection and plan to treatment and pitch. We
will also consider theoretical and practical elements such as its rela-
tionship with other genres, the contemporary commercial success
of documentary, life as it lived vs. life as it is staged, the use of an-
imation, ethical considerations of the visual testimony, boundaries
of exploration, etc.

readings
• Bernard, Sheila Curran. Documentary Storytelling: Creative Non-
Fiction on Screen. 2016. Focal Press. Available at UTEP electronic
resource.

• Bernard, Sheila Curran. Archival Storytelling: a Filmmaker’s
Guide to Finding, Using, and Licensing Third Party Visuals and
Music. 2009. Focal Press. Available at UTEP electronic resource

• Nichols, Bill. Introduction to Documentary. 2010. Available at
UTEP as electronic resource.

• Ranciere, Jacques. Film Fables. Selection provided as PDF.

films
• Nanook of the North (Robert G. Flaherty, 1922)
• Man with a Movie Camera (Dziga Vertov, 1929)
• Triumph of the Will (Reni Riefenstahl, 1934)
• Now! (Santiago Alvarez 1965)
• Coffea Arabica (Nicolás Guillén Landrián, 1968) 
• Lejos de los árboles (Jacinto Esteva Grew, 1972)
• F for Fake (Orson Welles, 1973)
• Fahrenheit 9/11 (Michael Moore, 2004)
• La sierra (Margarita Martinez & Scott Dalton, 2005)
• Vals for Bashir (Ari Folman, 2008)
• Inside Job (Charles Ferguson, 2010)
• Stories We Tell (Sarah Polley 2012) 
• The Art of Killing (Joshua Oppenheimer, 2012)
• The Salt of the Earth (Win Wenders & Juliano Ribeiro Salgado,

2014)
• La danza del hipocampo (Gabriela Domínguez Rubalcaba, 2015)
• Cartel Land (Matthew Heineman, 2015)

crw 5378 the politics of narration (001)
crn 28031–online–jeffrey sirkin

description
Interrogating the social/political models brought into being
through what we call “point of view,” this course is an intensive
study of the relationship between narrators, the stories they tell, and
the characters subject to a narrator’s authority, with a particular fo-
cus on the ethical concerns about authority, tyranny, and patriarchy
that have guided the narrative practice (and the experiments with
structure) of many twentieth century writers. Reading assignments
will include short fiction and novels by writers such as Kate Chopin,
William Faulkner, Tim O’Brien, Jamaica Kincaid, John Barth, Kurt
Vonnegut, and LydiaDavis; and theoretical/critical essays bywriters
such as Michel Foucault, Roland Barthes, Walter Benjamin, James
Agee, and Seymour Chatman.Writing assignments will include crit-
ical reading responses, participation in weekly discussion boards,
short creative assignments, and a final critical/creative project.

NOTES:
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